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12 month 12 days, Kobe finally and his new boots Nike Kobe 4 shoes one, appeared in Losangeles Wei Chester high school event.
Playing seriously Kobe, talking about their shoes is also serious, an opening correct everyone on the understanding of basketball
shoes: only the high gang can better protect feet. Two years ago, Kobe and Nike to produce a designer Villanueva have good
protection and stability of basketball shoes, now they are successful.
"I'm going to wear a pair of the lightest basketball shoes," Kobe said, echoing throughout the heart. Then, he sat on the main issues
and designers together to discuss, is how to Kobe 4 burdens, they finally agreed on strategy is: to help the low signature shoes made
of hitherto unknown style, but not at the expense of the cost of the necessary performance.
In the eyes of some
, Kobe 4 is more like a cool product, belonging to the air operations group Kobe wearing a low shoe play is a kind of adventure. But
just as all efforts are for championships, the Kobe 4 revolution is also designed to keep Kobe in front of his opponent. A slight loss of
weight from Hyperdunk's 13 ounce to today's 11.5 ounce might make Lakers 24 take a big step forward.
Does the weight of
shoes have a limit? Kobe 4 designer Villanueva said, Kobe and he had discussed the issue, their ultimate goal is: a double 5 ounces
of shoes! Impossible? In the dictionary of Kobe and Nike, the word can not be found.
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might be wondering if the Lunar Force 1 High will come out with the Nicks color, although it's not yet known, but it's a royal blue
version of an approximate New York color. The body of the shoe to the royal blue Hyperfuse build, with a gray ink design Lunarlon
midsole and siren red lining and the bottom, the overall effect is very good. 2013-1-30 08:07 upload and download attachments
(97.66 KB)
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